The church is approximately two miles north of Farway village.

1946: The yews here were first noted by Rev R.N. Douglas, who described them as ‘two yews reputed to be over 800 years old’. *The Churchyard Yew and Immortality* - Vaughan Cornish

May 1998: The most significant yew grows SE of the church and consists of several fluted branches rising from a bole of only a few feet. The tree seemed almost imprisoned in chains, no doubt considered necessary to prevent the weight of large and heavy branches causing the bole to split. We noted one branch to be ‘bleeding’.

Girth
1998: 23' 9" at 1' - Tim Hills
2013: 23' 3" at about 6" with a slightly undulating tape - Peter Norton

The smaller yew, growing south of the church, might easily go unnoticed. A decaying section of the tree which can still be seen at the ground, suggests that its girth might have been about 20' before this part of the tree was lost.